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Address GLASS MODEL
Z.A. Grange Neuve  
38790 Diemoz

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We have elaborated manufacturing techniques which allow us to be 100% faithful to your projects. - Tolerance on the weight +/- 10% and precision of
the dimensions +/- 0,5 mm - Possibility to make perform all kinds of engravings (intaglio engraving, relief in a hollow, relief on different levels) - Granite-
like or sandy effects on the glass - An unlimited range of colors (made in polyurethane varnish) according to your desires - Sandblasting on plastic or
glass All this quality services, added to a keen sense of adaptability are our major asset for the good development of your projects. We always wish to
be more innovative and for that we will do our best to fulfill all your needs.
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